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Vermintide 2 executioner sword guide

Vermintide weapons are absolutely disproportionate and every time someone talks about this buffing or nervous that, I hear a lot of people saying 'we don't want all the weapons to work the same because then it just gives the illusion of choice' and while I get where they come from to an extent, the problem is that we already have the illusion of choice. If there are some weapons that are 10x better than
everything (twin hammers, execution swords, Swords and Daggers) then the result is the same as if every gun was equal to strength, speed, etc. We already have the illusion of choice because you either take a good one or you shoot yourself in the knee. The three most important things guns have to have in this game are Speed, Crowd Control and Armor Piercing. If the weapon has this 2 then it will be
god-level, Yet all the best weapons have all 3.The 2 Handed Hammer, The Executors Sword, Dual Hammer, Sword and Dagger and Flail all middling for a really fast attack speed, have control of the best crowds in the game and all of them have AP. Bad weapons on crowd control just objectively terrible/10x worse than it has. Hammers 2h and Greataxe are perfect examples: they have the same attack
patterns and yet the hammer better surprises the enemy, it strikes in a straight line (meaning it hits more enemies) and somehow it's also f-ing faster than Greataxe too! Fatshark has tried to correct the imbalance with this nerve and buffing that, but It's not just the balance required, the IMO of many guns has Vermintide Syndrome 1, back before Fatshark begins to make the right combo and different charge
attacks. Things like Glave, Pickaxe, Greataxe and 2h Hammer all feel very limited, although a lot of these weapons are still good, they are so hardcore and don't work to play compared to some of the newer weapons. I think Bretonnian Longsword is the gold standard of what guns are supposed to have, it's simple but really quite deep. You have a basic attack pattern (ho ho ho ho hoof, overhead), but you
can block to stop the combo and if you do it quickly, you can only get a swing of crowd control after swinging. Then you have 3 charge attacks, with the first 2 completing a major attacking pattern (and the latter leading into the largest crowd control chain the gun combo has been). Then you have a final overhead charge that does 5000 damage and leads to a mild attack with the same damage output. It
doesn't sound like much but this means you always provide a combo of some sort. It is so varied and deep and fun to use as Most weapons from the first game cannot hold candles in terms of complexity or utilities. (Pickaxe has 2 swings and 1 charge. hammer 2h has 3 lights and 2 similar charges, etc.). They make a good start about this with slim kerrians and armor and Halberd but there are more
weapons that need more work than just add up sweeping the attack or reversing the charges. In my opinion, all weapons should have the same complexity and relative utility as Bretonnian Longsword (AP, Crowd Control, layered combos, etc.) and variations should come in the speed of attack, damage output and what their combo/what they do. Weapons like Pickaxe need a real combo, Greataxe should
be faster than a 2h hammer and have an extra swing at the end of a light attack chain. what do you think? and what are the tweaks for combos, speeds, charges, etc. do you recommend? Weapons SuggestionsNow that DLC is out i have to post this in the hopes of some new weapons added in the next DLC or update just because we all love some new variety in the class we play most. I repost this list
every time with a compilation of weapons ... How bad is a bad gun? Today I tried the axe and shield combo for the first time as an Iron Breaker on Veterans and I enjoyed it far more than a hammer of 2h. I like the almost insane stamina, I find an easier way to land an attack imposed when and how I want it, I instinctively block more. I guess all ... Stop spoiling the weapon meleeRepeat after me: This is the
focus game melee. If the statement is not meant to be a joke, then let's stop biting all the melee weapons. If there are some exploits that make them top-tier options, that's perfect. You want that over those just spam guns revolve around and shut down the players melee, which ... 2020 will have something to satisfy classic and modern players. To qualify for the list, the game must be confirmed for 2020, or
there should be good reasons to anticipate its release that year. Therefore, the upcoming game with mere announcements and no clear release date will not be included.2020 has a ton to look forward to... in the world of video games. Here are fifteen games we were looking forward to in the first half of 2020. My Builds New Loadout Active Capabilities Passive Talent Weapon and Speed of Gear Attack:0.8
(+15%) Talent Power:10% P vs. Skaven:10% P vs Chaos:10% P vs Infantry10% Crit Chance15% (+10%) Crit Power28.0 (+10%) P vs. Armored10% P vs. Monster P vs. Berserkers10% Stamina8 (+4.0) Corner Block:90 (+50%) Block Reduction:88% Stamina Regen:0.8 (+15%) Block Run Speed:0.8 (+15%) Stagger Stagger's Breakdown Statistics Show Normal Breakpoints Headshot Crit Headshot Hide
Elite Hide Enemy Hide Special Hide Special Elite Lords Special Lord Skaven Chaos From Vermintide 2 Wiki It's a big day at Helmgart: Vermintide 2 has launched a reworking patch of elements Their weapons and talents in the cruel co-op game have undergone tweaks broad changes, and in some cases have been completely replaced. The general thrust of the update is to make Ubershreic Heroes feel
stronger and effective to play. Warhammer: Vermintide 2 Patch 3.1 moving changes that have been active in Vermintide 2's Big Balance Beta to the main branch of the game, so if you have playing your beta is familiar with the latest change rounds. Otherwise, read - because there are many of them. Hero's rework has something for everyone. Kruber, for example, has a new attacking combo chain to
Halberd and some reproduced talent for the careers of Foot Knight and Huntsman. Kerillan has received several buffers of gun damage and new talent for His Handmaiden career. Again, there is nothing untouched by this patch, and with some exceptions, they all serve to make heroes stronger, faster, and more effective against hordes of skaven and their chaotic counterparts. Here's a full list of changes,
courtesy of Fatshark and the Vermintide Steam page 2: Regular Repair accidents in Damaging War. Regular Shop related accidents. General Changes Plus random distribution of psuedo to strikes and critical proc. Generic damage reduction is now calculated multiplying better rather than active. Headshots and critical strikes no longer automatically apply the lightest levels of staggering to the enemy,
regardless of their stagger resistance. The Buffs currently appear in two lines at the UI, featuring a maximum of 10 buffers instead of 5. Melee Weapons KRUBER 1H Sword - Kruber &amp; Sienna Finesse multiplier (headshot/crit multiplier) rose to ~2 for all attacks, up from 1.4 for light attack, 1.5 for weight. 1H Mace/1H Hammer Light attacks 1 and 2 and rejects attacks now has Tanks hit a massive
double. Light attack 3 &amp;; 4 now has the same single target damage profile. Light attack 3 now has 10% bonus credentials to compensate for being top animated. 2H Hammer (Kruber + Bardin) Minus attack now has the same damage profile as heavy attacks. No tanks hit a massive count. Heavy tanker attacks now correctly put the enemy to stagger level 2 (fixing bugs). Sword 2H (Kruber + Saltzpyre)
Moving heavy attack charging speed increases to 60% of 20% of light attack animation speeds that increase about 10% Mace + Shield/Hammer + Shield + Shield + Shield (Kruber + Bardinard) Light attack 3 has an additional 10% weight chain starting with Light attack 3 now has a single target shield piercing damage profile. Just like a push attack. Minus attack now chains into light attack 3. Mace + Sword
Lights 1 and 2 now have the same damage profile as 1H Mace. Lights 3 and 4 now have the same damage profile as sword 1H. Every weapon in a heavy attack now has the same damage profile as the original Falchion Heavy. Heavy attacks and light attacks 3 &amp; 4 now have Linesman hit a massive count. Halberd Heavy's chain order overturned, the first weight is now stabbing weight, and the second
weight is now Weight. Attack Chain Intact: Light chain and push-stabbing chain remain intactLight 1 -&gt; Light 2 -&gt; Heavy stab, Lighting -&gt; Heavyweight stabbing chain Intact New Attack Chain: The chain swept light (L1) into a heavy sweep (H2) -&gt; repeat the heavyweight chain (H1) into light stabbings (L2) into light overheads (L3) -&gt; repeat heavy chains (H1) into light stabbings (L2) -&gt; the
stroke chain (L1) into the heavy stroke (H2) -&gt; repeats the heavy stroke chain (H2) into the Heavy Linesman sweep light (L2) added to the Heavy Sweep (H2) Armory mod will not reflect changes in the order of heavy attacks. Dodge julat increased from 0.95(-5%) to 1.0 (0%) Implementing Sword Reduces animation speed by 8.5% for all attacks. Light attack 3 now has a 10% bonus chance of a critical
strike. Tuskgor Spear Now has a regular block cost customizer instead of a shield customizer. BARDIN 1H Axe (Bardin + Saltzpyre) Animation stops immediately after Light 3 is reduced from 0.42s to 0.3s the speed of light attack animation increases approximately 8% Moving speed while performing a light attack increases (from 75% to 80%) The time of the heavy attack charges reduced from 0.6s to 0.5s
Heavy attacks now share the profile of damage with the 2H Hammer 2H Axe Heavy attack now having linesman struck a massive number. Light attack 3 now has the same damage profile as light attacks 1 and 2. The repulsion attack now has a linesman. Light attack 3 has a 10% chance of additional critical strikes. It now has 6 stamina (3 shields), up from 5 stamina (2.5 shields). Axe + Shield Light attacks
increased slightly. The period of charges required for heavy attacks decreases slightly. Dwi Axes Finess multiplier on all attacks increased to ~2.0 (up from ~1.5). Warpick Linesman tweeted a massive amount of light-heartedness. KERILLIAN Elven 1H Light Sword Attacking Finesse multiplier increases to ~2.0 from ~1.4. Weight 2 was exchanged for the Crowbill Heavy 1 damage profile. Damage to light
shield 3 increased by 20%. Elven 2H Axe (Glaive) Honored WoM nerf. Linesman adds back to the light attack. Now has 6 stamina (3 stamina shields), before this 4 stamina (2 shields). Elven Axe Heavy's attack now shares a damaging profile with Tukul Light Attack 2H. 10% bonus strike critical opportunity plus to resist stab. Elven Dual Daggers Issued a bonus of 10% crit from lights 1 and 2. Elven and
Dagger Swords issued a critical strike opportunity bonus from the Attack of Light 1 and the attack of light 2. Elven Dual Sword Two sword damage light attack increased by 25% against infantry. Damage to the reject-stab shield increased by 20%. The speed of elven greatsword light attack animation increases ~ 10%. Light attacks have a 10% chance of additional critical strikes. Elven Spear Resist attack,
Light 3, &amp; Weight 1 now all have linesman squealing massively. Return 25% nerf to stab the light that comes with WoM, (basic damage up to 0.25 from 0.2). Elven Spear + Shield Light 3 went from poking into a broom, plus linesman to light 3. SALTZPYRE Axe + Falchion Dumped linesman weight and bonus 20% cry from the repulsion attack. Increased dodge from 3 to 4. Increase in dodge distance
from 1.1(10%) to 1.2(20%). Falchion Now has 6 stamina (3 stamina shields), previously 4 stamina (2 shields). &amp;Heavy attacks; 2 now has the same damage profile as Elf 1H Heavy Sword 1. Light attack 3 now has the same damage profile as heavy attacks 1 &amp; 2. Flail Light 1 &amp; 2 now has a tank reaching the mass count. Heavy attack damage increased by 30%. Billhook Increases dodge
distance to 1.15(15%) from 1.1(10%). 1.1(10%). dodge count from 99 to 3. Special pull-up action now costs 0.5 stamina. SIENNA Dagger Currently has 6 dodge counts instead of 3. Plus 10% chance of a critical strike for 4 mild attacks. Mace Max's dodge count rose to 4 from 3. Weight 1 now has the same damage profile as the 2H Hammer Light attack (23% buff for damage). Heavy 1's animated moment
went up slightly. Various heavy attacks increased slightly. Heavies 2 &amp; Damage 3 increased by about 30%. Heavies 2 &amp;animation speed; 3 slight increase. Mild assault damage 1 is converted to the Halberd L3 Damage profile (30% buff to infantry damage, 60% buffer to shield damage). Various mild attacks increased slightly. The animated speed of all mild attacks increased slightly. The current
moving speed of all mild attacks increased to 80% from 60%. Flail Ling Heavy Explosion 1 is now addressing direct explosive damage. Staff Overcharge Revolving Weapons Beams produced by gun blasts were significantly reduced (~33%). The current conversion of weapons charging weapons was reduced from 0.2s to 0s (corresponding to all other staves). The gun switch window after the shotgun blast
was reduced from 0.4s to 0.3s to match the animated time of the 0.31s shotgun blast. Drakefire Pistols Too hot from explosions of shotguns reduced ~33%. The dodge range is collected from 85% (-15%) to 100% (0%). The zoom delay of the Longbow Forced Empire is currently 2s instead of 0.4s (allowing full charges without being forced to zoom in). The moving speed of 25% while holding the full charge
(up from the previous 0% , 25% is equal to the moving speed of the full charge of the bolt staff). Pistol Top-up time was reduced from 2.0s to 1.5s. Max ammo=16, up from 12. Cleave buffed 50% to match the crossbow. Repeater Pistol Linesman is currently on a spray of ammunition (linesman on the weapon revolves around giving a mass reduction in shotgun). Swiftbow Increases shield damage by about
100% on inflicted shots. Increased monster damage by 30% on shots inflicted. The cleave increases by 75% for quick shots and 50% for the shots charged. Removes the Monster Enhancement Axis and berserker damage by 30%. Ammo's Volley Crossbow Pool (Saltzpyre) jumped by 50% (from 30 max bullets to 45). Cleave increased by 75%. Top-up times are reduced from 5s to 4s. The dodge count
rose to 3 from 1. Cleave's Volley Crossbow (Shade) increased by 75%. Maximum ammunition capacity increased to 45 to compare crossbow saltzpyres. Blunderbuss Increases maximum ammunition from 12 to 16. Grudgeraker Increases the maximum ammunition from 14 to 16. MARKUS KRUBER Talent - Foot KNIGHT Taal's Champion - (Reworked) New name: Team Tag 'Kruber gains 10% power.
Closest allies to Kruber 50% reduction in damage and 10% increase in power. Passive aura no longer affects allies.' Stone from Reikland (Renovated) Now also doubles the radius of Aura Kruber. It's Hero Time - (Reworked) Resets charge cooling when an ally is invaluable. That's Bloody TeamWork! (Re-ignited) Combined with Defence Formations into 'Increased Damage Attendance Protection by 5%
per affiliate nearby.' Move to stage 4 mid-line. Inspire Action - New Talent Surprises elite elite Grant Kruber and its 100% affiliate increased the cooldown regeneration rate for 0.5 seconds. Replaces That Bloody Teamwork in level 5. Trample - (Reworked) New name: Battering Ram Doubles wide of Kruber's allegations and allows him to charge through a large enemy. MARKUS KRUBER - HUNTSMAN
Maim - (Reworked) New name: Make sure it Comes Every third type of hit causes the next shot not to take a bullet. Master Huntsman - (Reworked) New name: Difficult to Hide Kill special enemies or elite reduces damage taken by 10%. Stack 4 times. Taking a hit removed a heap. MARKUS KRUBER – MERCENARY Ready Action – (Modified) No longer removes Health Temp. Cooldown reduction is
reduced to 20%. BARDIN GOREKSSON - VETERAN RANGER Scavenger - (Modified) Scavenger Bullet Cache is now down at Bardin's feet rather than in a special location killed. Share and Share Equal - (Reworked) New name: Special Killing Field Ration has a 50% chance of dropping Ale that increases the speed of attack by 3% and a reduction in damage by 3% for 300 seconds. Stack up to 3 times.
Exuberance - (Modified) Bardin takes 30% less damage from behind. Headshots reduces damage taken by 30% for 5 seconds of Ranger Ambush - (Reworked) New name: Exhilarating Vapors Allies in Bardin smoke gets 8% increase in attack speed and recovers 3 temporary health per BARDIN goREKSSON second - IRONBREAKER Drakki Wrath - (Reworked) New name: Increased Pressure Increases
drake fire damage by up to 120% and reduces the speed of attacks to -50% depending on overcharge. Crushing Counter-Blow - (Reworked) New name: Rune-Etched Shield Blocking attack gave Bardin and his allies 2% power for 6 seconds. Stack 5 times. Ironbreaker's determination - (Reworked) New name: Grudge Periodically generates heaps of anger that increases every 7 seconds while Gromril is
active up to a maximum of 5. When Gromril removed Bardin got the attack speed of 10% per heap of increased anger. KERILLIAN – HANDMAIDEN Ariel's Benison (perk) – (Reworked) Increases recovery speed by 50% and gives 20 health back to revived heroes. Asrai Grace - (Reworked) New name: Asrai Alacrity Blocks attacks or rejects enemies making the next Kerillians two attacks 30% faster and
tackling 10% more damage. Step Shadow - (Rework) New name: Switching Season Avoidance while blocking increased dodge range by 20%. Fighting while not blocking damage increases by 10% for 1 second. KERILLIAN - SHADE Cloak of Mist - (Modified) Now gives a critical strike chance 100% for 4 seconds after breaking stealth. VICTOR SALTZPYRE - BOUNTY HUNTER Needs to Mean -
(Reworked) New name: Steel Crescendo When shooting his last shot 15% strike speed and 15% power for 15 seconds. Inspired Shots - (Reworked) New name: Melee's blessed strike formed so that 6 punches ranged from the next to gain 15% power. Hits range from 6 strikes melee onwards getting 15% more power. Melee kills a blessed cooldown shot. Hunter's Pursuit – (Customized) New name: Rile
hits critical Mob Ranged giving Victor and dan 10% increase in movement speed for 10 seconds. Duty Prize - (Reworked) New name: Biennial Action Melee kills a reload of Victors revolve around a gun. Kill the elite enemy with a melee attack while out of the bullet returns 20% of your maximum bullet. Only the cooldown rewards reduction rose to 20% from 15%. Buckshot - (Modified) New name: Return on
investment Plus an shield penetration to the blast. Additional effect: Each kill with an explosion increases the next number of explosive pellets by 1 to a maximum of 20. SIENNA FUEGONASUS - UnCHAINED Searing Grasp - (Modified) New name: Outburst Increases the duration of the DoT effect to 4 seconds. Heavy attacks increased the next push angle by 70%. Chain Reaction - (Modified) Increased
chance of explosion to 40% Numbness to Pain - (Modified) Additional effect: Venting reduces the amount of overcharge generated by Blood Magic by 16%. Stack up to 3 times. Burning Dregs - (Reworked) New name: Leaving Overcharging makes Sienna start to grow rapidly 6% of its health to 10% cooldown. Wave Fire - (Reworked) New name: Wildfire Adds a burning aura that lights up nearby enemies
when activating Live Bombs. Massively increases the shocking power of The Living Bomb. Fuel for Fire - (Modified) Increased power bonus period to 15 seconds from 10 seconds. Seconds.
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